Population-level approaches reveal novel aspects of lignin biosynthesis, content, composition and structure.
Population-level studies enabled by high-throughput phenotyping have revealed significant variation in lignin characteristics including content, S:G:H ratio, inter-unit linkage distributions, and molecular weights across multiple plant species. Coupled with genome-wide association mapping studies (GWAS) targeted at linking genetic mutations to phenotype, significant progress has been made in associating putative causal mutations to variation in lignin characteristics. Despite this progress, there are few examples, in which these associations have been molecularly validated to provide new insights into the genetic regulation of lignin biosynthesis. Given a recent report of a GWAS-discovered 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate (EPSP) synthase moonlighting as a transcriptional regulator of lignin biosynthesis, the potential to bridge scientific disciplines in order to uncover hidden elements of lignin biosynthesis has been demonstrated, offering a path to alter lignin characteristics via genetic manipulation in order to expedite lignin valorization. To maximize this potential, however, there is a crucial need for (1) broader surveys of naturally varying diverse plant populations and (2) analytical platforms that can resolve subtle properties at fine chemical and biological scales.